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infrabed Posture~Pillow $530

infrabed Posture~Pillow for 
self-managed neck stretching. 
Slide up & over and heat-treat. 
correct forward head posture. 
restore neck curve and open 
shoulders. Turn it around for 
deep thermal therapy into 
neck plus shoulders. Sleep! 
on both your back or sides. 

infrabed endobelt / flexiPad $530

infrabed endobelt / flexiPad 
52cm x 25cm. super versatile! 
FlexiPad also has blue stretch 
velcro belt to secure it around 
body & limbs. drape FlexiPad 
over, under, around your body, 
or on seat, or in bed. Set your 
time and temperatures. Use 
with cover and/or clothing. 

infrabed Mini Pad  square  $530

InfraBed Mini-Pad is a 45 cm 
square and robustly suits any 
flat applications like seats, beds 
and under foot. light, strong 
and easy to move and place.
Relieves aches. Helps healing. 
Sits horizontally, or vertically, for 
the back, front or sides of body. 
“Use it with prostate.” (PK)

infrabed chair Pod $980

infrabed chairPod is 45cm by 
85cm. Made to flex through the 
middle, to suit any chair or bed 
angles. Suits flat on bed, and 
folded into chairs. Light enough 
to move, or carry easily. (bag) 
A favourite with young and old. 
“Especially good when the    
arthritis acts up.” (SS)

infrabed Medium Massage size $1360

infrabed Medium Massage 
bed size 150cm by 60cm. Big 
enough for full body infrared 
therapy. Small enough (13 kg) 
to move, or carry. (bag) suits 
therapists and home users. 
The most popular InfarBed bed.
(option* = $195 bioblanket 
King Single creates cocoon) 

effect.

infrabed king single bed $1660

infrabed big king Single Bed 
194cm by 80cm. Utilises 20 kg 
of pure Amethyst crystals for 
ideal infrabed hyperthermal 
therapy. Its 15 layers reduce 
emf and help you activate Core 
Body Temperature and balance 
bio-energies. ”Deeper Rest, 
Recovery and Wellness” (PK)

energy bioblanket king single $390

bioblanket king single is the 
perfect partner for InfraBed use. 
200 cm by 120 cm. Designed to 
help recovery and rejuvenation. 
5 InfraBed layers complete the 
Cocoon effect that protects both 
externally and reflects internally. 
Features 2 sides: Yin passive / 
Yang active. Zipup cotton cover.

energy bioblanket king double $690

bioblanket king double is a 
big 240cm by 200cm. The ideal 
‘cocoon’ size for a completely 
reflective Bio-enclosure for 
external EMF protection, plus 
internal bio-energetic feedback.
Folds right over for one person, 
or under, or over, a double bed.
* NB. Both sides reflect fully.

bioblanket covers  $99

bioblanket Zip-off covers are 
part of BioBlanket’s 7 layers of 
construction. Features both a 
Quilted (Yang) side, and the 
sheeted (Yin) side, made from 
100% quality cotton. Washable.
Zip-off and so easy to change. 
King Single $99.  Double $99.

enar therapy system  $990 

ENAR therapy system has 2 
university research studies that 
show ‘dramatic and sustained 
results’ for chronic pain, plus 
related disability, and even 
general health.  “ENAR works 
well with InfraBed and / or a 
BioBlanket in combination.”
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infrabed core activation 

Core
Activation

Core
Activation

core activation is the central 
therapeutic purpose* for the 
infrabed range of hyper-
thermal therapy products.
Used for working both locally or 
generally* to deeply penetrate 
for natural bio-activation with 
far infrared & subtle energies.
* “feeling and moving better”

infrabed hyper thermal therapy  

InfraBed hyper-thermal 
therapy gives you influence on 
your core body temperature 
with InfraBed’s Time and 
Temperature controllers. 
These you can set and forget
from 30 - 70 degrees c temp 
and timer from 3 to 12 hours, 
depending on types of ACHE.

holistic hyper-thermia 

holistic hyperthermia is a 
most natural and popular 
holistic health practise. It 
includes Dry and Wet Saunas, 
Sun Bathing, Hot Springs, Hot 
Baths, Hot Lamps and hyper 
thermal therapy infrabeds.
Controls are precise and easy.
Add bioblanket for a ‘Cocoon’.

infrabed ache settings 
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  20 - 30C                                       50- 60C  
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InfraBed has a range of setting 
options for your therapy needs. 
A cute mid-high temp low-time.
C hronic use mid-temp & time.
H olistic low-temp & long-time. 
E nergetic room-temperature 
ie body temperature for any 
length of time, for holistic bio-
energy protection and calming.

Amethyst Far Infrared Profile 

InfraBed’s amethyst crystals, 
when heated, emit both gentle  
subtle and deeply penetrating  
Far Infrared emission profile, 
around 9.2 numens. This is the 
‘sweet spot’ considered ideal in 
bio-energetic thermal therapy.
Infrared is natural, light-based, 
and anti-inflammatory in effect.

infrabed ‘sun’ Power 

InfraBeds emit a natural 
‘sun-like’ far infrared, light- 
based deep thermal therapy.
Viruses and cancers do not 
like heat. Good core body 
temperature activates and 
supports organs, circulation, 
metabolism and immune 
system optimal functionality.

Multi layers construction 

InfraBed 15 layer construction 
is designed to protect from 
external emissions, incl eMf. 
Also to produce and reflect both 
ideal subtle and far infrared 
bio-therapeutic emissions.
Several of your Infrabed layers, 
including a negative ions layer, 
are also in Energy bioblankets 

Build Quality Certifications 

Your InfraBed range is Quality 
assured to ce standards and 
is certified by SAA approval 
for safety electrical standards 
in Australia and New Zealand. 
(240V, 288 Watt, Amps 1.22A) 
Guaranteed against any faults, 
in manufacture or materials with 
the et full 3 Year Warranty.

big 3 et infrabed Warranties  

Enlightened Therapies takes its 
‘big 3 Guarantee’ : seriously. 
1 is first Quality Manufacture 
2 is three Year Warranty and 
3 is complete satisfaction so: 
ET guarantees you “significant 
improvement” or full refund * 
(products returned in 40 days*)
Ph direct et +61 2 4268 2222

et : our Purpose Empowerment 

colleen & Paul keetley began 
ET as therapeutic device 
manufacturers with a purpose 
‘Helping Every Body Heal.’ 
Non-invasive natural healing 
works this way, so ET’s goal is 
To Empower People to Safely 
Treat themselves and others.*
NB Consult your medical doctor

double $660


